
1972

Porsche 911 2.4E - Sportomatic
&euro; 118.000

Exceptional original condition-

Highly collectible-

Rare colors-

Completely matching-

Two owners since new-

This 911 was delivered new in the very rare color of Aubergine over Beige leather, and optionally
equipped from the factory with a Sunroof, Blaupunkt Frankfurt radio, foglights, rear collision bar and
the Sportomatic gearbox. Records on file include the original invoice to mr Alan Fred McPhail from
Seneca in Mexico.

Most notably, the 911 E received major cosmetic and mechanical restorative work in 2019. This
includes a full detailing and dry ice cleaning of the car and undercarriage. The car went to RS
Motors Porsche centre for a major service including extensive engine & gearbox work and a brake
overhaul. Today the Porsche continues to beautifully display the work carried out.



All interior/exterior lights, instruments and sunroof are in proper working order. The engine
performs well with consistent compression numbers; gearbox operates very smooth. The front
compartment contains a spare with new Pirelli P6000 tire, matching the other mounted wheels;
together with an original jack. The undercarriage is detailed and presents well. 

Importantly, the 911 retains its matching-numbers engine & gearbox according to the records on
file (and its Porsche Certificate of Authenticity). In addition to a dossier of records, the 911 is
accompanied by an original 1972  Driver's manual and folio, Blaupunkt manual, Pflegepass, the
original "Internationaler Zulassungsschein",... 

As a turn-key ready example and considered one of the most desirable early 911 specifications,
this wonderful 72 makes for the ideal tour/rally and event car and would fit into any growing sports
car collection. It's an amazing 'olklappe" example in a rare color with mostly original paint, never
restored and rust-free. This makes it a beautiful collector's item which will certainly turn heads at
any occasion. 

Specifications

Mark Porsche
Model 911 2.4E - Sportomatic

First use 23/03/1972
Chassis 911220057*1
Engine 2,341 cc flat-6

Transmission Automatic gearbox
Mileage 77621 km

Color Aubergine
Interior Beige
Power 165 hp

Fuel Gas/Petrol (normal)
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